The />spin of a pair of CW complexes, one a subcomplex of the other, is defined. The algebraic properties of certain tensor-product chain complexes are used to calculate the homology groups of regular coverings of such spun pairs where these groups are considered as modules over the integral group ring of the group of covering transformations. In §4, by using the free differential calculus and "geometric presentations" for fundamental groups, presentations for certain homology groups are developed. In § §5 and 6 these results are used to analyze the homology and associated invariants for coverings of complements of higher-dimensional knots and torus-like embeddings in the sphere obtained by ^-spinning.
1. Introduction. Let F be a connected CW complex and F a connected subcomplex, define xP(K>L)> tne p-spin of the CW pair (K,L) as Sp X K U Dp+X X L identified along Sp X L; here (DP+X,SP) is the standard disk, sphere pair andp > 1. The process of p-spinning has been studied by several people [3] , [5] , [1] , [4] , [10] , [2] , [18] , [14] , [13] .
If (F, LI ) is a regular covering of K with G the group of covering translations, then since Hx(xp(K,L)) SSi n,(F), the associated regular covering xP(K, L) of XP(K> L) is Sp X K U Dp+X X L identified along Sp X L, where F = II-1 (F). Here y G G acts on cells a X t of xp(F, L) by y(o X t) = a X (yt), a C Dp+X, t G K (see Figure 1 ). " " * lu) ' ) vÍÜ ' ) Hü * " * 1 cells of £ Sp Dp+l Figure 1 Our main result is to construct a tensor-product chain complex Ct by which the homology of xp(K, L) is calculated as a module over ZG, the integral group ring of G, as follows.
Theorem 3.5.
(H¡(K), i < p, H,(xp(K,D) =ZG yHp+n(Â) 9 Hn{KQ i=p + n,n>\.
2. Coverings of xp(K,L) and their cellular homology. Following [15] , we know that the covering transformations preserve dimension, orientation, and the incidence relations of cells in K, i.e., G operates on K as a complex. Moreover, there exists a fundamental region F of K modulo G; namely, a subset F of cells {wf}, so that the collection {yü"\ü" E F,y E G} represents uniquely the cells of K.
The next two propositions are straightforward extensions of results from [11, pp. 187, 190 ] to the more general situation where the chain groups are also ZG modules. and I -ix © -i2 for notational convenience. With these constructions, we can now prove Theorem 2.3. There is a natural chain equivalence of ZG modules from C* onto C*(Sp X K USPxL Dp+X X L).
Proof. By naturality, we have the commutative diagram:
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The top row is exact by Proposition 2.2; thus, we obtain an induced natural chain equivalence T" of the quotients.
3. A formula for homology of ^(F, L). The structure of Q, can be described as follows: Take Sp as the complex consisting of a vertex v and a p-cell ep with èp = v and Z)^1 as c U ef U e^1 with e^+1 = ep. Suppose in the covering complex F, we have vertices gv and «-cells git", ..., gu", where g ranges over G. Denote w" = I" if and only if ü" is an «-cell in the subcomplex L. Thus for w < p, Cm(C+) is the free left ZG module generated by {v 9 of}; Cpiq«) is the free left ZG module generated by {*?' 9 j»} U [v 9 «/'}; for « > 1, C_+"(Q) is the free left ZG module generated by [ep 9 of} U {e^"1"1 9 ^"~'} U {y 9 k"+/'}. The boundary homomorphisms are given by: d(ep 9 ü") = (-l)pep 9 rlfif, since ep is a cycle with aep = 0; d(v 9 w,"+i') = v 9 Böf*; 3(é^+1 9 T/*"1) = g' ® £-» + (-1)'+V+1 ® a//1-1.
Using the properties of the tensor product boundary operator, the next lemma can be established. To compute Hp+x(C#), we observe by Lemma 3.1 that here the (p + l)-cycles of Q are generated by z, = ep ® è, + (-\)p+x (ep+x ® di¡), i = 0, ..., n, since 9è, = (x¡ -\)v E L for all i. In fact, it is easy to show that {z,} freely generates the submodule of cycles of Q., Zp+x(C+), as a Z IL; (A) module. We can now prove and Hp+X(Y) is presented as in (2) .
Compare this with [1] and [10] . The same type of result for the p + I homotopy groups of spun links is proved by purely geometric constructions in [13] .
Let A(r) denote the integral group rings of the oo-cyclic groups Z(r) (<2(0) respectively. The polynomial invariants of an «-knot are invariants of A(r)-structure of H%(K; Z), where K is the oo-cyclic cover of the knot complement K sa Sn+2 -k(S"). See [9] and [16] . We now prove 6. Torus-like embeddings obtained by spinning and their invariants. Let k be a compact, connected, orientable, codimension 2, smooth submanifold contained in the interior of B", the closed unit «-ball. By ^-spinning the pair (B",k), we obtain a sphere Sq+n = Sq X B" U Dq+X X dB" identified along Sq xdB" and a spun torus-like smooth submanifold M = 5'XkC Sq+n. M has trivial normal disk bundle N « M X D2 (see [12] ); so by Alexander duality, the complement Sq+n -(Sq X k) = Y ^ S" -Ñ has HX(Y) = Z(t), the infinite cyclic group generated by t. The polynomial invariants of the homology of the oo-cyclic covering complex Y of Y can then be defined as with knot complements (see [16, §2] and [14, Chapter 2] ). This section shows these are also completely determined by the invariants of Sn -k. Using the result that B" -k » (5"" -k) V+ S"~x, where S"~x = 95" (see [16, ÍHr(sñ-K), ^_ r < q, Hr(X) =A j Hq+l(S* -k) © Hx(S^-k) © A, r = q+l, I Hq+n(Sn -k) © Hn(S" -k), r = q + n,n>2.
Proof. This is a direct result of Theorem 3.5 with F = (S" -k), L -{*} = v, and G = Z(t) (X = Xq(K,L)) and the following facts. The exact homology sequence of the pair (S" -k,{*}) gives Hn(S" -«,{*}) = H"(S" -k) for n > 2. When « = 1, obtained by q-spinning the pair (B",k) since for a fibered embedding, the co-cyclic cover of the complement must have all homology groups finitely generated Zmodules (see [2, p. 416] ) and A is not a finitely generated Z-module.
